MEETING 2019-8: 25th SEPTEMBER 2019 afternoon (by phone)

[PARTICIPANTS]
See list at the end of the document.

[MINUTES]

XBRL News/Updates – Gilles Maguet

The next XBRL Day will take place in Venice, Italy in January 2020. Thanks to our Italian colleagues for their kind invitation.

Regulatory News/Updates – prepared by Vincent le Moal Joubel
See powerpoint presentation.

Promote XBRL for iREF – Thomas Verdin, Jean Marc Israel

Context
As reminded by Jean-Marc, iRef is providing a new approach for regulatory reporting, with convergence between concept including transactional data. I will not directly replace but will neither set aside the existing COREP FINREP framework. iRef mains to clarifying underlying definitions and reducing overlaps;

Reminder
It is important to promote the use of XBRL for the next development in banking regulation under initiatives such as BIRD/iREF. We have decided to develop a proof of concept (PoC), based on the works and results of iRef/BIRD, but using XBRL, to prove that it can manage high volumes of detailed granular data. The scope will include FINREP/SHS variables.

News
The project has taken a slight delay because of the temporary closure of the bird website. The BIRD Database is now available in the EDB website. Gilles reminds that a call for PoCs will be launched by the Executive Committee in due time: develop a solution to illustrate the benefits of XBRL for exchanging the selected BIRD variables using XBRL, showing that it can manage high volumes of granular data, with consistency checks, multilingual and/or multi-sectorial labels and references, common definitions but possible local extensions. The PoCs will be presented by interested parties during the next XBRL Day in January 2020, then continued during the year. As a reward and help to make XBRL known as the reference for regulatory projects, including those related to transactions data, promotion of the PoCs will be organised and financed by the association (messages and videos).

Proposal
Thomas presented a selection of BIRD variables related to the ANACREDIT/SHS messages (BIRD INPUT LAYER) and the FINREP F04.00 / F06.00 templates (BIRD OUTPUT LAYER), as a potential perimeter for the PoC.

However the transformation between those INPUT LAYER and OUTPUT LAYER variables is a simple aggregation, which may not be considered as the most representative. Another example, covering more complex cases, may be better
Decisions

For a better common understanding, an overview presentation of BIRD/IRef could be prepared.

Jean Marie will provide a short presentation (personal views)

The use case to illustrate the BIRD/XBRL mechanism should consider the Anacredit/SHS variables in the INPUT LAYER, the FINREP variables in the OUTPUT LAYER, and include complex TRANSFORMATIONS. A document will be prepared and discussed at the next meeting to identify the best set of variables and transformation that shall be used.

Thomas will provide a draft business use case.

FOR A BETTER UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE REVIEW BIRD DOCUMENTATION

BIRD METHODOLOGY


BIRD DATABASE 4.1


PARTICIPANTS:
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NEXT MEETING: 30th OCTOBER 2019 – 3pm CET see www.xbrl.eu/wibg for connection details